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news
views
TV U.S. Postal Service U
cwuidertog cutting Saturday mail
deliveries. How will this affect
yaw? Do yo« agree? Why *r why

■Ml

When asked these questions, 14
University students gave their
opinions in varied responses. A
total of nine students disagreed
that the Postal Service should cut
gsaturday deliveries. Two others
agreed, while the three remaining
were undecided.
Only seven of the M students said
that the absence of Saturday
deliveries would present a problem
for them while the remaining
seven said it probably would not be
an inconvenience

Richard E. Mack, sophomore:
"If you can't get your mail on
Saturday and something was
important, it would be two days.
They should but out Wednesday
instad, something in the middle. I
would rather see them not deliver
on Wednesday or something,''

NMwhoKa b, Grag Snows!
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Bobby R. Shepherd, freshman:
"It really wouldn't hurt me that
bad. Most of my mail comes in
during the week and I'm usually
home on weekends anyway. I
disagree with it overall, but it
really
wouldn't
affect
me
anyway."

Dtanne E. Duklei. senior
"Cut
Saturday . deliveries?
Deliveries are already bad enough.
Obviously something must be
financially wrong because they
keep raising rates on stamps and
other costs and the service keeps
getting worse. I think definitely
not. They should probably have a
revamping of their expenses."

Eva Blrgitta Jacobuon, itudeat
from Sweden:
"I think the U.S. Postal Service
is so bad it can take a week to get
within the country and then over
the Atlantic it takes longer. Yes, it
would I guess. 1 look forward to the
letters a lot since I am away from
home."

Cindy I.. Sheets, freshmaa:
"I don't get that much mall
anyway so it really wouldn't make
any difference. I don't know,
because I think stamps are pretty
expensive already."
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BSU echos administrators' earlier plan
By Julie Rollo
Staff Reporter
A Black Student Union (BSU)
proposal to the Board of Trustees on
establishing a police review board
contains a year and a half old memo
calling for such a board, written by
three black administrators.
The memo was sent to George
Postich, vice president of operations,
and offered recommendations for
improving the University police
department.
The memo was written by Myron M.
Chenault. director of Equal Oppor-

tunity Compliance. Raymond A.
Downs, director of student development and Charles I. Means, vice
provost for academic services, after
students came to them alleging
mistreatment by police, Chenault said.
THE MEMO also contained a
revision of the procedure for
registering complaints against the
police.
It recommended
ready
availability of complaint forms, a
screening procedure to eliminate
frivolous complaints, prompt and
adequate investigation and fairness in
adjudication.

Only Postich and the three administrators had copies of the memo,
according to Postich, who said, "I can't
imagine how it was released" and
became part of the BSU proposal.
Chenault, Downs and Means all
denied knowledge of the memo's
release and said they were not aware
that it was in the BSU proposal until the
Board of lTrustees meeting.
BSU special events chairperson.
Kelvin E. Berry, said the memo was
included in the proposal to produce
documentation of advice not heeded in
the past. BSU member contacted either
declined comment or said they did not

Ancient art still practiced
Two burning gas furnaces, spewing
heat and noise, dominate the room.
Wearing heavy jeans, sneakers, a longsleeved shirt, a red bandana and
sunglasses, a woman works diligently,
heating a long hollow metal pipe in one
of the furnaces, heated to 2000 degrees.
What sounds like a description of
someone working at a steel foundry is
really art major Deborah S. Howard
working on a glass blowing class
assignment
With her face as red and glowing as
the inside of the furnaces, Howard said
glass blowing is hard, "But it's
something I've never done before."
After the tip of the pipe is hot, she
moves it to the other furnace to' 'gather
some glass." Then she sits at her workbench and begins to blow through the
other end of the pipe.

small bubble inside the glass l to keep
the pipe from clogging). Howard lays
the pipe on her workbench. Turning it
slowly and continuously to keep the
glass symetrical, she said that
"glassblowlng works on the principle of
'centering' because you want the glass
to flow evenly around the pipe."
"You have to work quickly, but accurately." Howard said. The glass has
to be hot-the hotter it is, the softer it is
and the easier to work with."
In order to keep the glass workable
Howard must
repeatedly reheat
the glass until it glows red at the tip of
the pipe.
Though glass blowing is a centuriesold art, the tools Howard uses (Ale,
sheers.jacks.blocks i are the same that
have always been used.
For her class, Howard forms glass
into a light-bulb shape though "mine
look more like mushrooms," she said.

WHEN HER blowing has created a

STILL she said she considers them

By Andrei Susan Pitkow

successful because "it's beginning to do
what I want it to,"
Uncomfortable as the clothing is, it is
needed as protection from direct furnace heat and from exploding glass,
which occasionally occurs when the
blow-pipe is cooling.
"The heat is really hard to take in the
beginning-you feel like you have a
sunburn," Howard said, adding that by
the time she worked several times in
the glass room, she was used to it.
"It's probably U0(degrees) in here,"
she said.
According to Howard, the reason for
sunglasses is as protection against
flying glass and infrared rays from the
furnace.
"Be careful not to look into the furnaces for a long period of time," she
said.
Howard's final practice light bulb is a
success for her. "It's little, but I like the
shape," she said. "That makes me
happy."

know how they obtained the memo.
"SOME PEOPLE within the administration feel that we are behind the
concerns raised by the BSU." Chenault
saiu.' 'That's not the case.''
But Chenault said he agrees some of
BSU's criticisms are valid and a
review board "can work if set up in the
right fashion."
Chenault, who taught law enforcement at Cuyahoga Community
College in Cleveland before coming to
the University, said he knows that some
police review boards arc workable.
Cht-naull explained wliy he is under
pressure. "Minority students perceive
us (black administrators) as not doing
anything. On the other hand, any time a
problem situation arises involving
minority students, certain persons
within the administration feel minority
administrators have a direct line to
what's going on."
Berry, speaking for the BSU, said its
proposal did not receive input from
administrators.
POSTICH SAID he does not think a
black administrator is aiding BSU. "If
anybody is, I would be surprised," he
said.
He added that he was upset that the
memo, a personal letter to him, was
made public in the BSU proposal
because it implies "that nothing has
been done which simply is not the
case."
Chenault said he does not think it is
relevant how the BSU received the
memo of two years ago but "what is
relevant is the concerns that the BSU
are raising."
Downs agreed, adding that BSU made a
good presentation, indicated a problem
and was able to substantiate it.

The BSU proposal is "due serums
consideration" because University
police need to "upgrade the inuige that
they have on campus," Means taid. He
added that the current "negative"
image is due cither to present activities, or the police are 'suffering
from the history of their organization."

He cited areas of personnel and
leadership as also needing improvement.
Chenault said there was no written
response to the administrators' memo,
although "some changes have been
made in the police department for the
good of the department."

"THERE IS: obviously n need in
trying to remedy the stuiient-police
problem," he said. "The Mil of the
policeman has to be redo fined as it
relates to the University community."
One would like to thin), a security
service working on behalf jf students is
not one of "hostility, s'jperiority or
force" that might take advantage of a
situation. Means said.

Postich said he does not feel a police
review baord is workable. "It is difficult for a board to monitor any dally
operation, If that's what they (BSU)
have in mind,"he said.
HE ADDED that the police have
"sufficient controls to insure that
they're behaving responsibly "and that
continued on page 4

Moody/ defense fund
sponsors class boycott
By Roger Lowe
and Renee Murawski
The Paul X Moody Defense Fund will
sponsor a Paul X Moody Day Rally for
Justice and truth tomorrow and is
urging students to boycott classes for
the day.
Moody was picked up and charged
with attempted rape April 21, 1976, one
year ago tomorrow.
An advertisement in the April 14,1977
Issue of The Obsidian, campus minority
newspaper, suid,"Boycott classes on
April 21 for P.X.M.D.F. (Paul X Moody
Defense Fund), Justice, and dignity in
BGSU and the city."
The defense fund will sponsor a
variety of activities for the day, including workshops in the Amani Room,
Commons, from noon to 2p.m., and a
press conference, 1 to 1:30 p.m., in the
Amani.
Moody will speak at the press conference.
THE 'FUND also plans to sponsor a
rally or. campus and then through town
tomorrow from 2 to 4 p.m. The rally will
start a': the Amani and end at the Union.

"This Is be be a peaceful
uilly."emphasized Alclde Vincent, an
exchange student from New Mexico
Stale and editor of The Obsidian. "We
mainly want to run it like Martin
Luther King's marches."
Concerning the boycott of classes,
Vincent said, '"It's not an official
protest against classes. We're Just
encouraging students to attend the
workshops and listen to the speakers."
Vincent said both blacks and white*
are encouraged to boycott classes for
the day.
"We don't want to limit ourselves to
blacks,"he said."Paul X Moody was a
student first of all."
"The rally is for justice and student
rights,"he said, adding that it Is not for
the Moody case alone, but for rising
student fees, refusal of the Board of
Trustees to set up a police review board
and discrimination against students in
housing and unemployment, among
other things.
Moody was convicted on the charges
of attempted rape and sentenced to
three to IS years in prison. He is
presently free on bail pending a hearing
by a three-Judge panel in the sixth
district court of appeals in Toledo.

Inside the News
NEWS...Eight candidates for SGA senate f Marge seats take the
stand on page 3.
EDITORIALS...Fat Thomas examines a proposal presented at
last week's Board of Trustees meeting to provide control over
the University Police In her column on page 2.
SPORTS...Paced by Larry Owen's two home runs and seven
RBI's, the Falcon baseball team swept a doubleheader from the
Cincinnati Bearcats yesterday. Terry Goodman recaps the
action on page 6.

Weather
Nvwtetolo W larry K~. |

WITH THE FURNACE is the backfrouad, wkere the glass is heated to near
MM degrees, Deborah Howard begum the technique of glass blowing. Being
a begkeaer, Howard lays glass Howtag b not difflcalt. bat it takes a lot of

tune. So far, Howard hat made basic shapes to become accusteca to the
pliable glass and hopes to make a mug or vase before the end ol the quarter.

Cloudy aad warm
High near M F( 27 C)
Low nearMF (IIC)
SI per ceat chaace tf rain

opinion
energy plan good
How strange II It lo worry about future energy needs.
Wasteful, energy-gourged and oblivious of the future, we have never
had to worry about where the heat for the next winter or gas for our cart

'judgment is founded on truth...'

speaking out

police control a prickly issue'

will come from. They've always been there.
But

now,

faced

with

what

President

Carter

calls

"a

possible

catastrophe," American! will be forced to conserve. His national energy
plan, expected to consist of increased taxes and other negative consumer
Incentives, will probably be passed by Congress in a slightly modified
form.
It will be like a cold slap In the face.
But because the slap will come sooner or later, we have no choice.
The News supports Carter In the difficult task of cutting our energy
needs. Increased taxes, while hated, must be used, because they work.
We won't be as quick to Joyride when we are paying more for gasoline.
The tax that may be imposed on large cars will force car-owners to
examine their needs. If the trend towards smaller cars is strengthened. It
is good (or us all.

"The University Policeman Blues."
Vou all remember that song. Its
many variations have attempted for
years to answer the not-so-musical
question:
Is it possible for 15,000
suspicious students to find happiness
with an equally suspicious campus
police department?
The words change, but the tune
remains the same whether the specific
issue is surveillance cameras, hollow
point bullets or questioning procedures-does the student community have any
control over the campus security force?

In add itlon.Carter says he will decrease dependence on foreign energy,
probably by increasing taxet and tttrifft. This it mandatory. If we increased dependence on foreign energy, we would be letting ourselvet up
for energy blackmail.
Tax revenues

generated by the expected taxes and tariffs could fund

solar and nuclear energy research.
Paying the taxes won't be fun. But It will cut consumption and can fund
essential research for the not-too-distant future.
Carter's on the right track. Support his proposals.

stop the pony express
The struggle to maintain U.S. postal services at present levels and keep
costs down has come to an Impasse.
Either services are cut or government subsidizing and stamp prices
must increase.
The News suggests that both be done with moderation and an eye
toward the future.
Saturday deliveries should be stopped. Th Is will save a lot of money and
prevent a jump In stamp costs of up to five cents in the next year.
In addition, a small increase In government subsidies should be approved.

This increase, however, should not be diverted to regular funds

of the Postal Service.

It should finance research, especially the electric

communications letter.
With the use of electronic ties between major population

areas, con-

tents of a letter could be sent over wires, reprinted on cheap paper, and
delivered.

Although the personal touch of stationery and handwriting

would be lost, expensive truck or air transportation could be avoided.
Cut Saturday deliveries.

Economize.

Divert new subsidies to ex-

periments in new postal methods. But don't pour money into the present

The current topic Is the establishment of some sort of review procedure
to investigate and mediate complaints
against University Police.
There's the University PoliceCommunity Advisory Board, of course.
A noble effort, but one which has not
applied itself to the real problem of
student distrust of the police. Its most
notable accomplishment has been the
year-long, inconclusive study of hollow
point bullets.

l

Pat
Thomas

\
V

have an official channel to pursue.
But BSU claims the Moore plan
doesn't go far enough. Last week, they
proposed to the Board of Trustees a
police review board with the power to
oversee and, if necessary, fire police
personnel. This proposal, while not

Regardless of the statistical validity
of these charges, it is most important to
notice that they are being made and
pressure for police accountability is
being applied.
University President Hollls A. Moore
Jr. opened the door a crack by
promoting
a
police
grievance
procedure to handle complaints within
the University. If it is sincerely and
promptly implemented, students will

LETS LOOK at what happened last
week to try to determine if there is a
student activist movement here and
who is involved
The rapist is still floating around
campus after two "rapes" despite
"numerous leads" and an intense investigation by the campus police. This
Is the same police department that last
year, at exactly this time, picked up
Paul X Moody within three days on a
"gross sexual imposition" charge. This
year there have been composites posted
all over campus and in the papers, but
he is still lurking around. Last year the
administration, parents, police, and
students created an atmosphere of
hysteria after a rape had occured in the
dorm i nobody was ever picked up for
it) and after the incident at the golf
course. This year there have been two
"rapes" and everyone wants to be cool

THE SGA HAS been through a tot of
political turmoil this year because of
it's lack of affectiveness in dealing with
the problems of the students. BUI

is

essential-the

Burns introduced a new structure for
the organization but it was turned
down. The BSU and Ken Simonson
proposed a new structure, but it too was
not even considered. Elections are
being held and the same ineffective
structure will be implemented for
others to deal with next year. The
campaign is in the process now and we
will be "Jammed" with rhetoric from
the candidates on how they propose to
change things, but how are they to
change things when they are going to
inherit an inoperative organizational
structure?
Students must realize what the SGA
is and stands for. It should be made
more accountable to student rights
and it should be more supportive of the
needs of the students rather than the
administration. SGA is for students, but
students don't really control it. This
must change and will not if the elections
are allowed to go on as it is structured.
THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES
meeting Thursday was a very
significant one for two reasons. One is
that the BSU and the Human Rights
Alliance united and presented
to the
Board a police review board proposal.
Though their reception of the
organizations' plan was one which left
much to be desired, there was a very
positive suggestion in that meeting,
that these two organizations work
together for a common cause for all
students.
The second reason is that an affirmitive action plan was accepted by
the board. I wonder if they really had a
choice in the long run since the
government requires that state institutions follow federal guidelines and
this University does not. The plan has
been accepted, but don't go out and
party about it, because I doubt that
there will be any significant changes
made.
I SERIOUSLY question the intentions
of this plan when minority people have
been denied, run-out, or neglected when
Jobs have been opened for faculty and
staff employees. Examples of this
include the only Chicano in the faculty
has been denied tenure and out of 13
minority associate professors, there
are only two minority professors who
have tenure. If one were to visit some of
the offices around the campus, (those of
.minority siaff people In particular), one
would not find but a couple of minority
staff workers.

Then, perhaps, "The University
Policeman Blues" will be hummed to a
different beat.
Pat Thomas Is the editor of the Newt
and covert the Board of Trustees and
related matters.

Xietters
control needed

student participation, activism needed

EARLY LAST WEEK some students
burned the American flag in front of the
Union without giving substantial
reasons for the action. Acts uuch as this
Is not the type of student activism that
this campus needs. These students in
their own minds have their ow n motives
and reasoning for the action, but I doubt
if they considered their act with the
intention of "changing things'' for the
masses of the students. A wot d of advice for those responsible, it is against
the law to burn the flag and If you really
want to protest what the flag stands for,
it will take much more than geuoddal
acts such as that to do it.
The
News last week continued to
run letters about Idl Amin again for the
second straight week. It seems as
though Amin is the most important
thing college students in Bowling Green
concern themselves with. Perhaps
writing and expressing one's view on
Amin is the best way to get yourself in
the school paper. Including a nice
picture, but how long can you make tut
old issue-the president of Uganda-the
most important topic to write about. 1
knowthe
News has an obligation to
print the letters, but frankly you're
wearing It out.
Let college students express their
knowledge about other more pertinent
issues. This Is not in defense of
criticisms on my part, because I read
and enjoyed the letters parser, illy.

this

students, faculty, administrators and
police
must
not
Ignore this
dissatisfaction and unrest
The
student-police relationship on campus
is deteriorating and a concentrated
effort is needed to salvage it.
Let's hear from the police, concerned
students and faculty. A prickly issue
like this cannot and should not be
buried. Lively, open discussion is the
only avenue to improved relations and
increased police accountability.

ormXL

sociol and political columnist

about it, no restrictions, no parents
pressuring the administration, no
administration pressuring the police,
no student editorials In the
News,
and no "man hunt" such as that conducted by the campus |x>lice last year
in which they made the "grab" on an
innocent black man to quell the
hysteria.

But-and

Some say the problem is insolublethere will always be distrust of the
police and nothing can be done about it.
I don't buy that.
A sizable portion of the students,
represented by the Black Student Union
(BSU) and the Human Rights Alliance
i HRA i. have charged University Police
with unethical and illegal methods of
operation dating from 1949.

system, unless you want to pay up to 40 cents for a first-class stamp a
decade from now.

IN LAST WEEK'S article I offered
my personal analysis on the student
activist movement of the 60's and early
70's with some of the problems that are
now visible in the stagnating political
college scene. As stated, I would now
like to offer some comments, solutions
and analysis on the student movement
here at the University by reviewing
some of the things that happened last
week
First let me state once again that
students in general, not only here in
BG, but all over America with a few
exceptions, are politically dead and
concerned only with getting a J-O-B.
Here in lie where student tuition and
fees have been raised, the health center
has been turned into a dorm and
students have to go all the way to Wood
County Hospital for medical attention
and students have to pay for projects
(new buildings) without consent or the
willingness to have such projects. Other
things happened here while students
Just read about It in the News or talk
about it in the Union, never acting on
the problems. It Is not enough to be
aware, thought without action is empty.
Change only comes through conflict
(not necessarily destructive) and If
students want change here they will
have to become more political and less
socia!. More hours will have to be spent
on organizing and working with an
organization of your choice rather than
sun bathing or recreational activities.
Students here must become more
responsive to thtir academics than
their social lives.

voted on, was accepted for review and
discussion at the May meeting.
Although BSU members appear to
believe they are being given the
proverbial runaround, this is standard
operating procedure for the board.
Only a board member can put a
proposal on the agenda and any item
for discussion must be submitted a
week before the meeting.
It's too bad Ken Chambers damaged
his case for reform by making veiled
threats about the possible reaction of
disgruntled students if immediate
positive action wasn't taken.
In addition, it is highly unlikely that
the Civil Service Commission will take
kindly to a local board assuming hiring
and firing power.

Not only last week, but the entire
school year as well, the BSU has been
involved more than any other student
organization on campus. SGA was in
the News many times this year, not for
what they were doing, but for what they
weren't doing for students. Though BSU
has been Ignored, with the exception of
last week, they have been instrumental
in defending student rights in general
and black students rights in particular.
Most students on this campus don't
know that much about the BSU nor the
people who run it. This is due to the lack
of coverage by the News and the confusion of issues which the BSU has
concerned itself with, though they involved all students.
THE MAIN PROBLEM is the
separatism that students have been
infested with causing the separation of
issues into racial differences by both
colors. This is a serious situation,
because as I see it now, the separation
only allows an atmosphere upon which
all students will be exploited despite of
color. When fees are raised, and when
tuition is raised everyone is affected.
We are college students, the leaders
of tomorrow's world and if we don't like
the way the world Is today let us not
reflect those things in our lives as we
live today. If we want to change tMngs
at this University, I think that there has
been enough conflict (racial, political
and social) that would require positive
changes be made for the benefit of all
students now.
THEME ARE organizations and
peoples dedicated to changes that are
necessary, but in order for them to do
that, all students will have to support
them. Each student can afford to give
one hour a week to become actively
involved in an organization of their
choice without losing any sun bathing
time or recreational time. If not, you
are losing an important objective of
coUege-too prepare yourself for service to the people by using this community as a guide, example and place
of skills.
This week's quote is "An ounce of
application is worth a ton of abstractions. "-Booker T. Washington.
Alclde Vincent, an exchange student
tram New Mexico State and editor of
tbeOwtliH—, it a BG Newt political
and aerial columnist. Hit opinions do
not necessarily reflect the opinions of
the Newt editorial board. Opposing
views are welcome.

After witnessing the events at the
Board of Trustees meeting on April 14,1
feel compelled to point out several
things to the members of the Board
regarding the Black Student UnionHuman Rights Alliance Police Control
Board proposal, which apparently the
Board was unable to understand.
The concept of a Police Control Board
is not a new or radical idea, rather it is
a logical step towards community
control of law enforcement officials.
The University Police are entrusted
with a great responsibility in providing
protection and security for the campus
community, and this responsibility
cannot be taken lightly by students,
faculty, staff, administrators or the
Board.
Therefore, it is common sense for the
campus population to be in charge of
the regulation of the police officials who
are hired to serve us.
Dr. Moore's grievance procedure for
lodging complaints against the campus
police is wholly inadequate for dealing
with improper police conduct.
It is merely applying a band-aid to a
festering wound, a wound which will
become more inflamed with the
passage of time.
The Board of Trustees now has the
opportunity to act decisively and
rationally on this important issue by

placing the Police Control Board
Proposal on the agenda of the next
meeting and voting in favor of it.
I just hope the members of the Board
find the wisdom to act for the students
before time runs out.
Robert M.Dickinson
533 S. College Dr.

dear pres.
Dear Mr. Superior President Burris
Please tell the students who gave you
permission to accept a raise In tuition
(if there's need to) for them?
I know that your Job is to speak for
the student body, but who told you to
speak for their pockets and checkbooks?
Mr. Superior President Burris, who
told you that the students didn't give a
damn about money?
Maybe you don't give a damn but
others do. Just because our parents pay
our way doesn't mean that they can
dish out money every time you accept a
tuition raise.
Mr. Superior President Burris, I
don't know about you, but I know that
money doesn't grow on trees and fall
from the sky.
Elaine Williams
Off enhauer Towers
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Seven at-large SGA candidates discuss issues
Editor's sole:
note: These
TBMI> tav
intervlewi «re the second ta •
•eric* spotlighting studeat
Government
Association
(SGA) candidates.
The
fallowing are seven of If
candidates
lor
at-large
senatorial positions.

Mark A.
Davit

P->rti<^nn*,n«
iParticipation
is
a
recurring theme in Davis'
SGA campaign.
"I want to get kids involved with anything,"
Davis said, whose primary
concern is revival of
traditional
homecoming
festivities.
Seeing homecoming as a
worthwhile event, Davis, a
cheerleader, said he feels the
spirit of student interest
would be sparked by
unifying projects.
Davis admitted that he is
not "up-to-date•, on some of
the issues confronting SGA,
but said that he is familiar
with student government
from high school experience.
"I enjoy the challenge,"
Davis said, in reference to
his SGA candidacy.
A supporter of the present
SGA districting structure,
Davis said he sees the at-

Local Briefs
Job programs
Representatives from the Comprehensive Employment
Training Act program and the College IivSchool Work
Program will verify eligibility and answer questions
about jobs from 9:30 a.m. to noon and from 1 to S p.m
tomorrow in the Student Court Room, Student Services

Bldg.

Bike hike
A bike hike, sponsored by the Wood County Association
for Retarded Citizens, will begin at 8a.m., Saturday, May
1 at Woodlane School, 11180 E. Gypsy Lane Road.
Sponsor sheets are available in all residence halls and
at the Special Education Office, 451 Education Bldg.
The route will cover 24 miles around Wood County and
prizes will be awarded to those persons who sign the most
pledges.
Proceeds benefit retarded persons in the association.

large position as an outlet for
other ward representatives.
If other senators need
assistance they can depend
upon at-large people to help
out, Davis said.

Jock P.
Eckley
Political science major
Eckley said although no one
person
in
office
can
drastically change campus
attitudes toward SGA, he is
willing to add variety to the
Student Services ticket.
"We want to offer students
a representative view,"
Eckley said of the 16member slate.
To increase student input.
Eckley said he thinks SGA
meetings should be held in
dormitories.
He added that dorm
governments should begin to
act as subordinate committees of SGA, instead of
retaining their roles as
activities-coordinating
organizations.
According to Eckley,
parking services should be
investigated,
and SGA
should stress greater involvement
with state
legislature.
A member of Phi Kappa
Psi
fraternity,
Eckley
directed the 1977 Miss BGSU
Scholarship Pageant and
answers
telephones
at
campus Fact Line.

Academic Council

he has not previously encountered.
As a finalist in the ACGFA
student selection, Emery
said he supports a general
fee rebate for students. He
explained that, with the
rebate,
students could
directly
choose
the
programs they want to
retain.
Interested in gathering
student suggestions, Emery
said the prime objective of
SGA should be student Involvement, not internal
reorganization.
Emery said small group
discussions and rotating biweekly meeting locations
would help to curb student
apathy.
In addition to educating
students
about
the
University as a whole,
Emery said he wants to
make food services more
efficient.
Although he agrees with
the idea of individual senate
projects, Emery said, "You
can't set up short-range
plans
for
long-range
problems."

Mary Ann
Kuzman
An independent candidate
for one of two at-large senate
seats, Kuzman said she
thinks the major function of
SGA is to be a political
policy-making organization.
"I haven't got plans for a
specific project," Kuzman
said, "because I feel they

The council will discuss a clarlf ication of changing final
exam schedules. The council will also hear the first
discussion of the College Level Examination Program
Social Science Test to see if it will be accepted as class
credit.
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let cubes and penguins.
Tint's whit most folks
thought Alaska had to offer
back ir 1867 when Secretary
of State Seward suggested
we purchase it.
But thanks to thousands
of Americans who invested
in U.S. securities, we bad
the down payment on
hand. So we bought what
was to become our
fiftieth state.
Then came the fuis. The
fish. The forest products.
And finally, the gold.
By 1900. Alaska's natural
resources had repaid
many times the original
purchase pice.
Yep. Americans invested
in their country, and it
really paid off.
And it still does today.
To you and your country.
Just sign up for the
Payroll Savings Plaa it
work. Then, a little is set
aside from each paycheck to
buy Bonds. Automatically.
And what could be easier
than that?
So bay U.S. Savings
Boads.
They're a warm place
for your cold cash.
JBMUM...

to ■iliict. ol s .„f. I«... ; to hna
Car) lilm.i i, IOI „^(! lo ,i.i. o,
ul tacoa. URi. 1.4 kiati Id ... k
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DISCOUNT
DRUGSTORES

STADIUM PLAZA
9:30 - 9:30 Mon-Sot
10am - 8pm - SUN
DISCOUNT PRESCRIPTIONS!
COLD BEER AND POP!
HEALTH AND BEAUTY AIDf
352-7248

>

Glenn A.
Morris

Firmly believing In
student government for the
people, McAllister said he
hopes to make SGA a more
efficient liaison between the
students and the administration.
"SGA must be refined,
with more administrative
bargaining power in Its
hands." McAllister said.
Suggesting that senators
should take the Initiative to
interest students, McAllister
said the gap between
students
and
their
representatives should be
filled
with
regional
meetings.
Also, McAllister said he
plans to form a committee of
onand
off-campus
representatives from all
aspects of student life. The
committee would meet to

Calling
for
a
reorganization of student
government, Morris said he
Is disappointed that SGA has
"let down" the student body
in the past.
"Student
government
should be an efficient tool
used by students to deal with
the administration," Morris
said.
He said he hopes to have
students write and approve a
new SGA constitution.
Although Morris emphasized the establishement
of
a
student-controlled
political outlet, he said he
thinks SGA can become
involved with non-political
activities as well.
Claiming that his are the
sentiments of a majority of
students, Morris said he
hopes to bring about greater
government participation by
minorities and freshmen.
Morris, a junior In
business
administration,
said he wants to see fee
allocations suggested by
SGA in the future.
"With the cooperation of
other organizations, student

government can become
what people want it to be,"
Morris said.

Katheryn L.
Webb
Having lived at home as a
freshman and in a dormitory
during the past two years, a
junior, Webb said she feels
she can represent all
students as an SGA senator.
And, although she at-

tended two other universities
during her college career,
she does not lack ideas for
SGA to tackle.
A resident of Founders
Quad. Webb said she would
like to have the five-person
rooms in that quad converted to four-person rooms.
She said she also plans to
end
the
overlapping
programs, such as SGA's
Cultural Affairs and Union
Activities Organization, as
well as the advising services
of Peer Academic Advising
Team and the admissions
office.
According to Webb, a
speech major, senators
should make themselves
more available to students.
"Right now, I don't even
know who represents me,"
Webb said.
Read it in
the News

^ PLAIN TALK
FROM ARMCO ON
FINDING A JOB:

Larry D.
Emery
Planning to remain at the
University for another year,
Emery, senior, said he wants
to concentrate on activities

discuss pertinent issues no
fewer than three times a
month.
Problems
the
junior
business major said he hopes
to solve include parking
service
and
grading
procedures.

-v

Terrance J.
McAllister

A proposal for changing the 1978-79 academic calendar
from the quarter system to semesters will not be
discussed at today's Academic Council meeting, according John G. Eriksen, dean of the College of Arts and
Sciences. •
The meeting begins at 1:30 p.m. in the Alumni Room,
Union.
Erikesen said the proposal is not completed yet, but will
be finished before theendofthequarter.
The agenda includes the first readings of a statement of
teaching effectiveness of University professors, and a
change in the name of the department of quantitative
Analysis and Control.

have been ineffective in the
past"
Kuxman said she wants to
end
student
alienation
toward SGA. "We could
send out surveys and
questionnaires to get a better
look at what students want,"
she said.
Having been actively
involved with recycling
projects and other environmental issues, Kuxman, an environmental
studies major, said she
thinks she is able to
represent the best interest of
students.

How carrying out
Equal Rights law
may affect you

Who could quarrel with the right of
every individual in America to an
equal chance for a job? No one we
know. But when you look for a job.
you should understand some things
about the equal rights regulations that
could affect your chances.
Most large companies are deeply
involved in affirmative action programs. These are plans and actions
designed to overcome discrimination.
Statistics are the only evidence that
counts. If a company's statistics don't
measure up, the company is presumed
to discriminate.
Some people think affirmative
action programs discriminate against
the majority of Americans. But that
kind of talk doesn't solve any problems.
Affirmative action is the law. And
it's here.
So if you're a woman or a member
of a recognized minority group, you
stand a better chance than other
people of equal ability. Companies
are working to catch up, and that's
good for you.
But when you look at a potential
employer, we think you ought to discriminate a little, yourself. Ask some
tough questions. Such as how a company promotes people. Or how many
higher-level women and minority
members they have. Chances are
there won't be too many—statistically.
So you should demand some straightforward answers about what a company
is trying to do about that.

FREE—Armco's
plain talk on
how to get a job

good jobs. We'll need to create
18.000,000 more jobs to take care of
the young people joining the workforce over the next ten years. So the
competition for jobs will be fierce.
We've got a free booklet to help you
Most of all. we think you should
get a job. Use it to set yourself apart,
look for companies that really try for
above the crowd. We answer 50 key
excellence in the people they hire,
questions you'll need to know. Like why develop and promote. Equal rights
you should bone up on companies you are one thing. Good jobs with tough
like. What to do after the first interstandards and exciting futures are
view. Hints to make you a more aggres- something else again.
sive, attractive job candidate. All
Next time somebody gripes about
prepared for Armco by a consulting
job discrimination, you might ask:
firm specializing in business recruiting, "Have you ever thought about
with help from the placement staff of
metallurgy?"
a leading university.
Send for your free copy of How to
Get a Job. Write Armco Steel Corporation, Educational Relations Dept.,
General Offices. U-5, Middletown,
Ohio 45043. Our supply is limited,
so write now.

Plain talk about
EQUAL JOB RIGHTS
So far. there just aren't enough women,
blacks or other minority members in
some fields. That's where the real
opportunities often are. But you're
Armco wants yout plain ta*
not likely to be hired as a chemical
about equal rights and Jobs
engineer if your major was black
literature or feminist history. If you're
Does our message make sense? We'd
looking for real opportunity, you should like to know what you think. Your
polish your talent in a discipline that
personal experiences. Facts to prove
is needed most by those who offer
or disprove our point. Drop us a line.
We'll send you back a more detailed
report on equal rights and jobs. Our
offer of Hii u to Get a Job, above, tells
you how to write us. Let us hear from
you. We've all got a stake in more
American jobs.
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Read it

Leasing for Summer
Preferred Properties Company

in

1 & 2 Bedroom Apartments - furnished and
unfurnished - air conditioned - resident pays
elec. & cablevision
ALSO
2 & 3 Bedroom Houses - efficiency apts.

Call for information 352-9378

Subs
the Word

classified ads-

the News
There Is nothing
ABORTION
$150.00

All Residents have use of Bowling Green's only
indoor swimming pool for use in all kinds of weather.
Sun Bathing area adjoins Pool plus air conditioned
game room

Models Open

like em for

IOII fOEt 9 om 10 pm

1-800-438-5534

getting the

ABORTION
Starting Rate
$125
1-24 week pregnancy
terminated by
Licenced Gynecologltt

fob done

$1.701

CALL TOLL FREE

Campus Calendar Is a listing ot dally events (meetings, lee
tures and entertainment) provided as a service to readers.
Unless otherwise noted, the events are Iree and open to the
public. To submit an entry, Campus Calendar forms are
available at the News office, 104 University Hall. 372 2003. There
Is no charge tor events submitted to this section.

Advertising Sales
Positions Open
Immediately In Bowling
Green, Fostorla, Flndlay
And Tiffin. CaU
352-3538 For Interview

Read it in the News
CONGRATULATE
TO THE
1977-78 CHEERLEADERS
Karen Judy

Tina Buxton

Steve Meggit
Barb Reardon

Robin DeVilvis Scott Thomas
Paula Whetsel
and Captain Shelly Whitefield

WEDNESDAY

IS

Wednesday, April 20
MEETINGS
SGA election forum--10 a.m. Commuter Center. Moseley Hall
Candidates from senate districts two, five and eloht will speaK
and answer qustlons.
HIP special education 1 3 pm. 417 Education Bldg. Advisement
meeting for freshmen and sophomores.
Academic Council 1:30 p.m. Alumni Room. Union
University Police-Community Advisory Council -34 p.m.
Faculty Lounge, Union
BO KoSuteml Dolo 5 7 p.m. Ml Hayes Hall
MEPpre registration 7 *p m 115Education Bldg.
Gay Union 7.30 pm 305 University Hall
Women In Communications Inc. 8 p.m. 115 Business
Administration Bldg. Election of offers

Look lor the
Dommo s ad
m this papef

♦ElLliltLrli; LitiVEbV

jCLOSE TO

{ CAMPUS I
t
CALL
{ NEWLOVE
* REALTY
J 352-5163
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BARGAIN PRICES

IH.QUND:UP..DAY
Quarter Pound
CHEESEBURGER!
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GEORGE SEGAL
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PLATTE
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Atrfcuteto
American inotruty
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LOST 4, FOUND
LOST: Swiss Army Knife.
Turn. nlte. April
12. is
REWARD. Mike G.
114B
Hayes Hall.
LOST: Men's billfold call 357
5393.
LOST: ID Bracelet with name
veronlque.
372 5841
REWARD.
LOST: Taken from 304 Pike
Avt., Pioneer SC-525 stereo
receiver. Any Information call
Jeff 373 0397.
WANTED
3 F. Sum. Furn. hse. </i Wk.
from campus. 353-7690
2 4 F. needed for F razee Ave.
apt. June Aug. 373-5016 or 3529130
Needed: 1, possibly 2. F.
rmmtes. for Haven House next
yr. Call 372 5259.
3 girls need 4th to share
Georgetown apt. next year, wo
mo. 372-3991.
I M. rmmte. for Fall for 3 man
apt. on sth St. Preferred
Serious Student S140 mo. 352
1898.
F. to subl. apt. Only I mo. rent
lor S. qtr. Call Dlanne 352 4804.
HELPWANTED
Room & board In exchange for
child
care
«.
light
housekeeping. Summer and or
77-78 school year. 352 0788 Alter
4
COCKTAIL
WAITRESS
NEEDED. Must be 21. Apply
in person. Monthru Frl 11 am3:30 pm. Fox's Den. Stadium
View Plata.
PERSONALS
Congratulations Steve Bagley,
newly elected UAO President The Brothers of Phi Kappa

Tau.

(8

$1.0&

[

Reg.
1.44

LECTURES
Spring Fling seminar 11 a.m. I p.m. 3D Student Services Bldg
Relaxation and enjoyment through meditation and yoga, sponsored by Personal Development and Life Planning
Philosophy discussion 1 p.m. 28 Shattel Hall Loy Llttlefleld
asst professor of philosophy, will speak on values
UNI VAC seminar 4 p.m. 310 Math Science Bldg. SPSS and BMO
on the Univac
Alrican Wee* speaker « pm. Dogwood Suite, Union David
Slbeko, Pan African Congress will speak and showfllm
SIMS 4:30 ptm. Faculty Lounge, Union Advanced lecture for
those practic ing Transcendental Meditation
Rape Alert 8 p.m. Second floor study lounge. Ashley Hall Movie
and presentation by University Police focusing on police and
hopsital procedures and self defense, sponsored by me Ashley
Hall Council
ENTERTAINMENT
Baseball. Steller Field BGSU vs. Heidelberg
Men's lacrosse 3:30 p.m. Stadium BGSU vs. Michigan State
Men's volleyball 7:30 pm. Memorial Hall BGSU vs. Ohio State
Brass quintet concert 8 p.m. Recital Hall. Music Bldg.
University string trio 9 p.m Commuter Canter, Moseley Hall

Classifieds
••••••••••

Mark Davis

reduced from21 to 16, Postichsaid.
Changes have been made regarding
the kinds of violations serious enough
against which to file charges. There
were 339 arrests made in 1975-76
compared to 176 for 1976-77, he said.
"We're trying to give more warnings
(and) talk to people instead of arresting
them," he said.
Also, dormitories are periodically
patrolled, Postich said, adding that
police have had 30 per cent fewer
complaints this year than last.
He compared the police service and
arrest records.
This year there has been a monthly
average of 3*1 services rendered
(unlocking buildings and vehicles,
assisting visitors, conducting fire drills
and giving first aid) and 30 arrests
made "a lot more services being
rendered than people being arrested, be
noted.

Campus Calendar

800 3621205

The Flatlands Trader

Susie Brock

continued from page 1
the
present
small
department
ia"working nicely."
Postlch said the University has a
system for registering complaints
against the police (none have been
registered) and that be personally has
not received any complaints this year.
The University Police Community
Advisory Committee (UPAC), whose
purpose Is to facilitate relations between the University community and
police, also helps keep police responsive to the community, he said, adding
that he does not know of any other state
university in Ohio that has a comparable committee.
He described changes that have been
made In the police department, though,
Postlch said all cannot be attributed to
the Chenault-Means-Downs memo
.. FIRST, the number of sworn officers
(those making arrests) has been

CLOSE TOOURAREA
FINEST FACILITIES AND
MODERN TECHNIQUES

The new word at PUaneUo'i li hot
submarine landwlchei.
Italian, ham, ham and cheese,
i»liml, salami and cheese,
roaatbeei.
A nib never had It to good.

FREE DELIVERY
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Alpha Chl's: The serenade
began the night with Slg Eps
and Alpha Chl's singing all
night. The borthers were
psyched for a fantastic eve, on
a really great pledge day you
wouldn't believe. The Brothers
of Sigma Phi Epsilon say
thanks for a great pledge day
tea and we wish your Spring
Pledge Class Good Luck.
We would like to thank the
brothers of Sigma Phi Epsilon
for the wonderful breakfast
Saturday morning. Love Your
Golden Hearts.
Vote ROBERT WAGNER for
Sga Senator from Conklln,
Rogers and Kohl. The Best
Rep. for the Best Students.

Alpha Chl's - the tea was great
and you really rate. It was a

terrific turnout. Good luck
with your new pledges. The
Brothers ol Sigma Phi Epsilon
Alpha Xi's would like to ex
press
a
belated
congratulations
to
Kay
Chapman for being selected
4th runner up In the Miss
BGSU Pageant. Love, The
Sisters.
Go With Dough For Senator At
Large.
BobWoll Bob Woll Bob Wolf
SGA President
Bob Wolf Bob Wolf BobWoll
ELECT JACK ECKLEY
SENATE AT LARGE
Alpha Gams proudly welcome
their 14 new baby squirrels
Into the nestl Love, your new
Sisters.
Sigma Chl's - Thanx lor your
help with our lormal deserts The Alpha Chl's.
Congratulations
to
Linda
Nelson on being tapped into
Mortar Board. We're proud of
you I Love the AX's.
NADINE - No wonder we
never get the Periodicals we
need, but how'd you get by the
bunerl LoveS, M, A L.
The Sister's of Chi Omega
would like to thank the SAE's
for a great pledge day tea. The
new pledges had a great time
and all you SAE's worked real
final
Congratulations Sue and Artie
on your recent Chi Omega
Theta Chi engagement. Best of
Luck
always.
Love,
The
Sister's of Chi Omega.
Be an Election's Poll Worker!
SGA Elections Thursday, April
28. Sign upthis week In 405 S S
AEPI'S and ATO's: Hotdogs.
hairy buffalo and your company made for a great beach
party. Thanks for the good
tlmel Love. The Alpha Pelts.
Vote
SST:
Karen
Rlegelsberger
Senate At
Large.
Now we have pocket watches.
Opel Rings, lindy stars, and
diamonds at Vatan's.
Oelta Chl's arepyschedforthe
Phi Tau basketball marathon
and wish Deb Rager luck In the
marathon queen competition.
Delta Chl's thank the Phi
Delt's for ttve great tea. P.S.
Keep on huntin' buffaloes!
Thank DU's for ending, our
rush on a "HAPPY" Note. The
KD Sisters.

Vote for Mary Ann Kuiman tor
SGA. senator at large

Thurs.,Fri.,April21,22
«-llp.m.
80 cents
CARNATION ROOM

Phi Kappa Tau Basketball
Marathon Friday April 22. 4
p.m. Men's Gym.
B Ball Marathon "TIP-OFF"
party Thursday. April 21 6
-e»m.
VOTE
GEORGE
DASCOULIAS
ACADEMIC
AFFAIRS COORDINATOR.
Pregnant? Want to talk?
EMPA 352 6236 M A F 1 3 pm.
Tu, W.,Th.6:309 30 pm.
Eunles Bar Happy Hours Wed
8. Thurs9 12 pm 809 S. Main.
Sigma Nu's
Thanks lor the
great lime on Thursday night.
It really started the weekend
oil right! The Alpha Phi's.
DO YOU LIKE TO BOWL?
Then goto a meeting for all
students (male A female)
Interested in Bowling in a UAO
Spring Quarter LEAGUE:
Wed. April 20. 6 p.m.. Alumni
Room
Union, Bowling for
averages will
follow the
meeting.
Marci: it has been two won
derful years together, let's
make it 99 more. Happy
Anniversary I.LY.W.B. Bob.
The UAO Coffeehouse presents
a rare opportunity to see
Chicago's most respected and
well known folksinaer, Jim
Post, for the smallsum otS.50 8
II pm. Thurs 6. Frl. Carnation
Rm. - free tea A coffee.

Girls 3 speed bike, good cond.
inexpensive. Call Lorl 372 4527.
1974 OATSUN 260Z. Loaded
excellent
cond.
Priced
reasonably. Must Sell. Toledo
866 1350.
1975 MG Midget, AM FM,
completely rustproofed. exc.
cond. Call Paul collect 866 0520
aft 6. Toledo.
Must sell 10x43 Mobile Home In
8.G. court. lVt bdrms.. turn.,
en line gas. SJ.TOO. 152-S538 or
1 332-4111.
'76 Honda CB-SOOT. Under 250
ml. Need money. Must Sale.
Ph. 352 7089 after 6.
'76
Dodge
Street
Van
automatic 318 eng. 7,009 miles
fully customized. 435-1163 after
3 pm.
SALES Gas and Oil wells 614866 3358
FOR RENT
Single person or married
couple to subl. apt. for Sum.
6539183.

3F*

UAOCOFFEEHOUSE
presents
"Chicago's Legendary"
JIM POST

VOTE
GEORGE
DASCOULIAS
ACADEMIC
AFFAIRS COORDINATOR.
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Mooile Homes for rent Call
after 6 pm 352-8011.
</i house 2 bdrm. for 4 students.
9 mo. lease near Campus. 352
7345
HaTf ol house close to campus.
2 bdrm., sundeek, for summer.
352 7238 Joy or Ann.
Houses for 3 or 4 girls. Sum.
only. Ph. 352 7345.
3 bdrm. hse. near campus, for
Sum. and Fall. 352-5802 eve. or
weekends. S210 plus utll.
THURSTON
MANOR
APARTMENTS AIR CONDITIONED, FULLY CARPETED, CABLE T.V. EF
FICIENCIES.
LAUNDRY
FACILITIES NOW LEASING
FOR SUMMER AND FALL
451 THURSTON AVE. 157 5435.
Apt for 2 persons. S45 mo. per
person. 372-4434
Furn. effec. for Sum. or Fall.
254 S. College Apt. C. Pti. 353
3611.
CAMPUS
MANOR
NOW
RENTING FOR SUMMER
SPECIAL RATES. Ph. 352 9302
or 352 7365 eve.
2 BEDROOM APARTMENT
FURNISHED & UNFURN.
Al R COND. A CABLE TV
9 OR 12 MONTH LEASES
REDUCEDSUMMERRENT
352 1800 OR 357 4671
B.G. AptS. 818 A 822 2nd St. ]
bdrm. furn. w-a-c, and gas
heat. Upper level S320 mo. plus
•lac. Ground Level S300 mo.
plus elec. Summer (ISO mo.
plus elec. Yr. lease S250 mo.
plus elec. Model apt A-4. 1(1
2nd St 352 0205OT 352 5239.
LOW SUMMER RATES
CALL NEWLOVE REALTY
352 5163.
2 bdrm apts. near campus.
Falls. Sum rentals353 7345.
Single rms. near campus Fall
A Sum Rentals Ph 352 7345.
2 Bdrm. APT Large Furnished
Well maintained for 4. S225 per
parson per qtr. 9 mo. lease 352816 • from 8 ami pm SPECIAL
SUMMER RATES!
2 Bdrm. furn. apt for 4 F.
central heat, arc, free laundry
oti street parking, private
sundeek, no children or pets. 1
yr. lease. Deposit $250 mo. plus
utlls. Call 353-0055 M-F 1:304:30.
Subl. hse. for summer. 3-5
people needed. 145 mo, per
person. Call 2 1449or 2 1455.
Preferred
Properties
Co.
leasing for Fall 10-1*77. 1 A 1
bdrm. apt. effec. apt. A
houses. Call 35J-9OT|!

UAOislcK>kingforaresr»risible
person to edit the UAO Electric
Blanket 77-78. Should have
experience in writing and Uyout-deslgn.

jfl
Please apply at the UAO office
3rd floor Union. Hand in
applications to Carol Ross-V.P.
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IT'S A HARD PROPOSITION TO BEAT..
COMPARE AND DECIDE

MAKE" Y0UR UtfRKUWP

-

A UTTLE UGUTER..
learning to read 3, 4, 10 times faster . . . improving comprehension, memory, recall and study skills.
Be honest with yourself. Next semester's reading and
study loads will be no easier than this semester. Even
your grades will be about the same unless you do
something about it.
Investigate now the advantages of a course in
Effective Reading Systems, Inc. Besides increasing
your reading efficiency from 3 to 10 times, we emphasize study and recall techniques. We teach you
"how to learn" more easily, more efficiently.
WE TALK ABOUT THIS AT A MINI-LESSON

EFFECTIVE
READING
SYSTEMS, INC.

EVELYN WOOD
READING
DYNAMICS

8 week speed
reading course with
study and
memory skills

7 week course

ERS guarantees in
writing to at least
triple your reading
efficiency or you will
receive a full refund

Partial refund if
you fail

Advanced course at
no additional charge

No known advanced
course

Lifetime membership
entitles our graduates to
retake the course to refine
and extend their skills
at no additional charge

Their students are
required to pay a
registration fee to
retake the course

Our staff are professional
speed and learning skills
instructors who we
require to be State
Certified Public Teachers

No State Certification
required to teach

Our instructors are
given reading
proficiency evaluations

No reading
proficiency evaluations

BOTH afternoon
and evening
classes offered

Mostly evening
classes offered

20% - 75% discount
on books

No discount
on books

Tuition Assistance
Payment Plan — NO
FINANCE CHARGE

Contractual obligation
with finance charge

Price: tuition is
almost half

Increase Your Reading Speed
50 to 100%.
Attend a free Mini Lesson

TODAY
Falcon Plaza Motel
1450 E. Wooster
Next to McDonald's

April 20th

TUITION AND FEES
TUITION COVERS: (1) All material used in class; (2) Makeup classes; (3) Counseling as required; (4) Workshop
sessions; (5) Transfer; (6) Lifetime membership program,(7) Continuation classes; (8) Limited enrollment; (9) Money
back guarantee; (10) Advanced course; (11) You may pay
by Master Charge, BankAmericard, personal check, or
tuition assistance plan — no finance charge.

SEE HOW YOU CAN READ AS FAST AS YOU CAN TURN
PACES . . . AND WITH BETTER COMPREHENSION.
COME TO A FREE SPEED READING LESSON BEING OFFERED
THIS WEEK ON CAMPUS AND INCREASE YOUR READING
SPEED 50 TO 100%.
THEN TAKE WHAT YOU'VE LEARNED AND CUT YOUR
READING LOAD AS MUCH AS HALF!

Effective Reading Systems, Inc.
' success through rearing

(A company established by former Evelyn Wood Reading Dynamics' Instructors)
2B260 FRANKLIN ROAD. SUITE 128 • SOUTHFIELD. MICHIGAN 46034 • (313) 358-3680
OClplllgtH. IffNtf** lading SntMtt, Inc., Iftt. All rlghli num..

Lady laxers do well, but what about next year?
By Cheryl Geschke
Staff Reporter
Bowling Green women's lacrosse may be phased out of
Intercollegiate competition next year, according to Carole
Huston, assistant athletic director.
At an Athletic Committee meeting, April 7, members
approved a recommendation for a fast-pitch Softball varsity
program next spring and abolishment of Intercollegiate
women's lacrosse.
"In the process of assessing the structure of non-revenue
■ports, there Is a need for women's Softball," Huston said.
"Although the lacrosse team has been extremely successful,
due to lack of participation in this area on the state and
Midwest level, it Is not offered in enough high schools to
produce talent we feel can afford grants-in-ald."
In trying to make budget adjustments to meet the needs of
the students, Huston said the aspirations for women's softball are greater than those of lacrosse.
THERE are greater numbers of women interested In
softball on the campus, state and national level, according to
Huston.

The committee recommended to implement the softball
program, unfortunately at the expense of another, Huston
said.
But, as always, there are two sides to every story.
Lacrosse coach Carol Durcntlnl was informed this week of
the recommendation.
"I hate to see it happen," Durentini said. "It is a growing
sport and the team has really built up In the past six years.
"DESPITE the fact that the squad doesn't generate
players from the East, the team has had a winning record,"
Durentini said.

"There still could be lacrosse it the club level," Huston said.
"And that la not to say that lacrosse could not come back (to
varsity status) after future assessment of the program Is
made."
But amidst the controversy, the local laxers had a successful weekend.
The squad won five matches and tied a sixth in an U-team
tourney at Sauk Valley Farm last Friday and Saturday. The
games were shortened to 20 minutes each to allow more
competition.
The Falcons recorded five shutouts; two against Denison

(3-0,2-0). two against Ohio University (5-0, M) and one with
Ashland College (2-0).
They tied the College of Wooster 2-2 after losing 11-7 to the
Scots last week.
Tina Bryant, BG's leading scorer, totaled 12 goals. Debbie
Delaney notched three, and Jenny Dunn and Cindy
McDonald notched one each. Netmlnder Linda Dey made 14
saves.
Bryant, Delaney and Dunn also played in two exhibition
games daring the tournament. 'The teams were comprised of
the clinic's outstanding players.

The squad's record from 1973-1976 was 35-10.
In February, Durentini received approval for a one-year
leave and said there was no move made to find a coaching
replacement.
This is the first year the lacrosse squad has received
grants-in-aid, but Durentini said the team Is willing to play
competitively withoutaid.
BUT NOT providing aid would cause inconsistency In the
athletic program, according to Huston.

Falcons host Michigan State

Laxers to face league breather?
By Tom Baamann
Staff Reporter
It could be a breather, but
not a push-over for the
Falcon lacrosse team today
when they host Michigan
State in a Midwest Lacrosse
Assn. (MLA) game. Game
time at Doyt L Perry
Stadium ls3:30 p.m.
But since "they don't have
anyone who is really outstanding," according to
Plaunt.
Plaunt, the Falcons wiil
will not

be concentrating on any
particular Michigan State
player.
Plaunt indicated that the
Michigan State lacrosse
program has not been
successful due to a lack of
support from the athlete
department.
"THEY scored too much
against us," Plaunt said of
last year's 23-8 win over
MSU, "and we'll try to make
sure they don't score that
many this time."

The Falcons are in good
shape physically, with the
exception of Lee Murphy.
Murphy is out for the
remainder of the season with
a broken finger, while John
Grim is listed as doubtful for
today's outing. Both injuries
occured in last Saturday's
17-12 loss to Ohio Wesleyan.
Michigan State, 3-4 overall
on the season, are coming off
a 7-1 loss to Notre Dame last
weekend.
The Falcons

whipped the Irish 9-4 earlier
this season.
Led by cc-captains Kevin
Williams on attack and Dan
Ludwig on defense, the
Spartans are trying to improve on last year's winless
league campaign.
Probably the only bright
spot for MSU is junior
midfielder Doug Peterson, a
first-team AU-MLA member
last season.
NOTES-Dick Irwin
STICK NOTES-Dlck
and Jim Macko currently

lead the BG scoring attack
with IS points each. Irwin
has nine goals and six
assists, while Macko has
eight goals and seven
assists. Mike Squires is BG's
leading goal scorer with 11
goals. Lee Murphy follows
with nine goals, while
Preston Speers has five.
The play of the Falcon
goalies has been steady with
saves, and
Brand Closen, 48 saves
Tom Doriety, 33.

Owen's 2 HR, 7 RBI pace another sweep
By Terry Goodman
Executive Sports Editor
When the wind blows
during a Bowling Green
baseball
game,
good
thoughts enter Larry Owen's
mind.
Like swinging for the
fences.
The Falcon catcher
hammered his Uth and 12th
homers of the season into a
Jet stream whipping towards
centerfield during the opener
of
yesterday's
twinbill

N«-w*w>0 by

FALCON ATTACKER TOM McNIchoUs takes a shot against Ohio
Wesleyan goalie Peter Zoning ID last Saturday's game.

Women tracksters have fast start
Read tomorrow's News for details

against Cincinnati at Steller
Field.
The first was a grand-slam
blast and the next, a threerun shot, lifting the Falcons
to a 10-6 slugfest win.
Righthander Stu Thiede
went the distance in hurling
coach Don Purvis' team to a
3-2 victory and a sweep over
the Bearcats.
BG,
WHICH
hosts
Heidelberg at 2 p.m. today,
has now won nine straight
and Is 21-7 overall.

A««AA*ftft&ft#&ftA&5fc*s8hft BG ruggers hit by injuries
Sexiest Eyes Contest

Although the Bowling
Green rugby team continues
winning, things are getting
sticky thanks to a sudden
rash of injuries.
BG lost four players invictories over Forest City
and Marion two weeks ago.
Last weekend, the ruggers
split matches with John
Carroll University and tied
Lorain, but captain Mike
Baus wasn't at all pleased.

Vote In Union oval with donations

Voting Hours: 10:00a in .-2:00p.m.. April 19-21
Proceeds go to: The Ohio Society for Prevention
of Blindness
Winners announced at the
All-Campus Party,
April 21, at Pike House

"I don't know what the
problem is," Baus said of the
Injury list. "We seem to be
out of shape and we have to
fix that problem before the
MAC
tournament
next
week."
THIS WEEKEND, the
team competes in the Ohio
Championships In Columbus.
Then, BG will host the MidAmerican
Conference
tourney next week.

DO YOU LIKE TO BOWL?

Sponsored by
The Sisters of DELTA GAMMA

Then Go To The
INFORMATION MEETING
for students interested in
Spring Quarter Leagues

Ct flMBr flt SB flK »

Chef's Salads
with licit Nil, American Cheese, sliced boiled

Wod.. Apr. 20
Alumni Rm.

ens croutons, bac-o-iits and your choice

6 PM.

if creamy Italian, French, ION Island,
ir Blue Cheese dressin sin. 1.35

Netters lose
to Buckeyes
COLUMBUS-The
BG
men's tennis team dropped a
9-0 decision to Ohio State
yesterday afternoon. It waa
the Buckeyes' third straight
shutout and eighth victory In
a row.
The Falcons are now 5-0
for the season.

"When that wind blows
out, you know what I'm
shooting for," smiled Owen,
who broke the all-time BG
home run mark with the
season not even halfway
over. His run batted In total
has already reached 37.
"I think that first one was
out, but the second one may
have been helped by the
wind," Owen admitted.
"They were both fastballs.
The last one came on a 3-0
pitch.
"Coach Purvis gave roe
the green light, but I know
what I was looking for."
Down 4-1, Larry's initial
blast sailed about 450 feet
over the leftfield fence in the
fifth inning. The bases were
Jammed at the time, thanks
to singles by Garry Kohorst
and Dana Dowers and Mike
Lanseer's free pass.
THEN, AFTER Cincinnati
(10-14) Jumped back ahead
In the sixth, sparked by ■
disputed dropped foul tip on
a third strike, the wind

began roaring, as did Falcon
bats.
Ron Ullery and Jim Selgo
led off with back-to-back
round trippers to give BG the
lead for good. Then Owen's
three-run, towering homer to
left salted away the first
game.

Thlede,nownow
w
Thiede,
2-1,2-1,walked
one and fanned sev«
seven in
sewing up the nightcap.
Chuck Black, after fouling
five consecutive pitches off,
drove home Jeff Groth with
the game-winning single In
the sixth frame.
"We're getting better,"
Purvis grinned. "We looked
more alert in the field and
didn't commit any errors.
"In pitching, Lelek (Ken)
couldn't get the ball down,
but Thiede had another good
game," he said.
Dan Hlpsher and Mike
Oleksak
are
today's
probable starters in a final
tune-up before the MidAmerican
Conference
campaign opens here this
weekend.

Intramural Notes
Entries for the all-campus tennis tournament are available
from fraternity and resident hall athletic chairmen and at 201
Memorial Hall.
The events, including men's singles and mixed doubles,
will begin May 2. Entries are due next Tuesday.
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The Brothers of
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proudly
present
*

¥
for the campus elections ¥
on April 28, 1977.
Sign up at
405 Student Services

THIS WEEK!

KAPPA SIGAAA
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CONGRATULATES
ITS NEW OFFICERS:

J

352-5166
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DELIVERY
$1.70 minimi

*

Against John Carroll, BG
blew a 10-point lead and lost,
25-21.
BG got revenge In the
second game, KM), which
established a team record
for scoring.
In the 12-12 tied with
Lorain, Ray Strohacker and
Brady Akers scored for BG's
"C" team against the opponent's "A" squad.

First
o«m#
First OMII
Cincinnati 030
411 t• -a« II*
110
Cincinnati
(10 411
FALCONS SO* MS x- 10 11 0
Batteries Lelek. Kill (61 and Owen, Rueftl, Mench («) and
Baldwin. W Kile 2 0 L RuehiO t
Hits lor BG Owen (3). Ullery (2), Lanseer, Groin, Selgo.
Kohorst, Fanned. Dowers.
Triples none. HRs- Kurnlcicl (II. Owen (11.121. Ullery (21.
Selgo (I).
Second Game
Cincinnati ooi OS I 0-2 »i
FALCONS 1*1 001 » 370
Batteries Thlede and Lee. Roush and Baldwin. W Thlede 2 1
L Roush 0 1.
Hits for BG Black (I). Groth (2), Mitchell. Ullery. DILucca.

t¥

¥
¥
¥
¥
¥
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The 3rd Annual
BASKETBALL MARATHON
t

Friday, April 22
4 p.m. Men's Gym
GREEKS

GET PSYCHED!!
'ALL PROCEEDS FOR MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS

■»r\AArWV^r^r\r^WlrW^r^r^AArtr^r\rW^^rV^^rV^^rV

ay
jL.

GRAND MASTER-STEVE MARAGAKES
GRAND PROCURATOR - PHIL COLE
GRANDMASTER OF CEREMONIES TOMSTEVERS
GRAND SCRIBE-BOB KANE
GRAND TREASURER - DAVE COWLES
IFCREP-JOEALGE
SOCIAL CHAIRMAN-JOHN JOHASKY
HOUSE MANAGER - GREG KORN
PLEDGE TRAINER - PHIL WOLLENBERG
RUSH CHAIRMAN - STEVF. HEGGY
STEWARD-GREG NETT
ALUMNI RELATIONS - STEVE FORSYTHE
SCHOLARSHIP CHAIRMAN - JACK ADVENT
PUBLIC RELATIONS - TOM BERTLER
LITTLE SIS ADVISOR - CAMERON ABERNETHY
INFORMER EDITOR - JIM MACKO
ATHLETIC CHAIRMAN -JIM SCHNEIDER
GUARDS- JOE ALGE AND STEVE ABSTON
CONCLAVE DELEGATE - JOE DARGIN
B.A.-DAVEPUMPA
THANKS, OLD OFFICERS
FOR A JOB WELL DONE 1
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